555 GOLF EDITORIALS
‘PERFORMANCE EXCELLENCE’
TELL ME SOMETHING SIMPLE

Mr. 555 Certified Teaching Professional
Think of skipping a flat rock across a glassy pond. Think of throwing a soft ball hard sidearm
underhand. Stand up and go do one or both of these athletic endeavours. ‘Time For A Feel’!
Sound sports activity will soon make you a boldly aware athlete of sorts … a successful doer of
the golf swing! You will feel that the power emanates ‘From The Ground Up’ and ‘From The
Inside-Out’ or what we refer to as ‘From Your Spinal Musculature Core Outwards’. The hugely
efficient, remarkable supersonic tip of the bull whip tip cracks ‘From The Inside-Out’.
Simplicity?
Aim the ‘Clubface’ where you want the ball to travel. We simply and logically call that your
‘Target or Ball Flight Line’. ‘Clubface Aim At The Moment Of Separation Is The #1 Alignment
in The Game OF Golf’! Tell me something more important? “Ah-Ha!”
Get physically, athletically comfortable … set-up for smooth and powerful action!
If you establish an ‘Intermediate Target’ (‘Energy Gate Point’ on the grass 10 to 15 inches in
front of the ball, on the ‘Target Line’) and thereafter swing the ‘Sweet Spot’ of your ‘Aimed
Clubface’ THROUGH that point in space, even swinging as hard as you can, you shall be a
‘Smiley Face’, meaning you shall come back for more! That is how pleasure works! Start small
and gradualkly extend your ‘Range Of Motion’. (see ‘Thomas & Skinner’ … “Behaviour which
achieves desirable consequence shall recur!” What a profound truth that is!)
Plan all golf shots, Putts to Drives, being straight lines from A Too B. Then you will lose fewer
golf balls! Think and behave that way to improve your ‘Probability Of Success’! (‘POS’)
Work Smart!
“Welcome Aboard!”
“Enjoy The Ride!”
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